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Abstract— For the cognitive radio (CR) network, a
fundamental issue is how to identify the spectrum
opportunities. First, each CR node determines whether
there exists transmission opportunities on unlicensed
bands. If not, this node will find other opportunity
on licensed bands. Thus, increasing the opportunities
of concurrent transmissions in unlicensed bands can
reduce the overhead of wide-band sensing.

In this paper, based on the carrier sensing multi-
ple access protocol, we propose a novel concurrent
transmissions MAC (CT-MAC) protocol to identify
the possibility of establishing the second link in the
presence of the first link in the unlicensed band. In
addition to reducing the overhead of wide-band sensing,
the proposed CT-MAC scheme can enhance overall
throughput and is backward compatible with the IEEE
802.11 standard.

I. Introduction

In the cognitive radio (CR) network, each CR node
can operate in both unlicensed and licensed bands. The
functionalities of medium access control (MAC) protocol
required for CR devices vary according to whether the
spectrum is licensed or unlicensed. If a CR node oper-
ates in the licensed band, it must avoid degrading the
performance of the primary link. On the other hand, all
nodes have the same right to access the unlicensed spec-
trum. Hence, a suitable contention resolution algorithm is
necessary to achieve the objective of intelligent spectrum
sharing.

An important issue for CR MAC is to identify the
spectrum opportunities. Usually, each CR node first de-
termines whether there exists transmission opportunities
on unlicensed bands. If so, this node will concurrently
transmit together with the first link. If not, this node
will dynamically find other opportunity on licensed bands
by wide-band sensing. Thus, increasing the concurrent
transmission opportunities on unlicensed bands can reduce
the overhead of wide-band sensing.

In the literature, recent research on MAC protocols
for the multihop ad-hoc network on unlicensed band,
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Fig. 1. The hidden node problem due to physical carrier sensing,
where C is hidden from A and, in fact, C cannot transmit any data.
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Fig. 2. The exposed node problem due to physical carrier sensing,
where the data from nodes B to A and from nodes C to D can be
concurrently transmitted, but the channel sensing results will refrain
the transmission from node C.

the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)-based MAC
protocol is the most popular one. However, the CSMA-
based MAC protocol induces the hidden node and exposed
node problems as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
The hidden node problem occurs because node C out of
the interference range of the transmitter can potentially
cause frame collisions. On the other hand, node C within
the range of the transmitter is prohibited from accessing
the medium unnecessarily, which is called the exposed
node problem. The exposed node problem yield spectrum
inefficiency issue because it decreases the concurrent trans-
mission opportunities. Moreover, although the concept of
virtual carrier sensing is proposed in IEEE 802.11 MAC to
solve the hidden node issue, the exposed node problem is
remained open. Therefore, the focus of this paper is mainly
on solving the exposed node problem .

In this paper, we propose a novel concurrent trans-
missions MAC (CT-MAC) scheme for a wireless ad hoc
network based on the CSMA MAC protocol. Although the
existing concurrent transmission MAC protocols can solve
the exposed node problem, these protocols also induce
other problems, such as the virtual-carrier exposed node
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problem [1], [2], the scalability issue for packet size [3], or
the compatibility issue with IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol
[4], [5]. Our proposed CT-MAC scheme can overcome
the exposed node problem without the aforementioned
problems.

To achieve this goal, we suggest that each CR device
had better discover the neighboring nodes that support
concurrent transmissions. With this information, it is easy
for a node to decide whether the nodes in the existing link
can help establish a concurrent transmission link. On the
one hand, if the transmitter and receiver in the existing
link are able to support concurrent transmissions, they can
be designed to defer the transmission of the DATA frame.
By utilizing this extra duration, a CT node can invite
another CT node to establish the concurrent transmission
link, thereby solving the virtual-carrier exposed node prob-
lem. On the other hand, when the nodes in the existing
link are unable to support concurrent transmissions, a CT
node will not try to establish the second link so that the
interference due to incompatibility of the CT node and the
regular node in the IEEE 802.11 WLAN will not occur.
To discover the neighboring CT nodes, we design a simple
CT-neighbor discovery scheme based on the principles of
dynamic source routing protocol.

With this CT-neighbor discovering procedure, a novel
concurrent transmissions MAC protocol is designed by
taking advantage of the knowledge of the address fields
in control frames, in addition to the physical and virtual
carrier sensing techniques. If its two-hop neighbor is a
transmitter, a CT node can be a receiver of the second link
so that it can invite another CT node to be a transmitter.
By contrast, if its two-hop neighbor is a receiver, a CT
node can initiate the second link to another CT node.
More importantly, observing the address fields in control
frame can help a CT node confirm whether both the trans-
mitter and receiver of the first link are CT nodes. Without
confirming that its one- and two-hop neighbors are both
CT nodes and knowing its roles of being a transmitter or
a receiver, a CT node may cause interference to the legacy
IEEE 802.11 WLAN.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we introduce some problems induced from the CSMA
MAC protocol and review some solutions of these prob-
lems. Section III presents the proposed CT-MAC protocol.
Then, some simulation results are given in Section III-E.
Finally, we give our concluding remarks in Section IV.

II. Background and Related Work

In following discussion, we consider the network topol-
ogy as shown in Fig. 3 where each node can only commu-
nicate with its neighbors. First, we review some problems
induced from the existing MAC protocols. Then, we survey
some solutions of these problems in the recent literatures.
However, these solutions cannot solve all problems per-
fectly.

A B C D

E F

G

Fig. 3. An example of network topology. The gray nodes A, B, C,
D, E, and F are CT-nodes, and the white node G is legacy-node.

A. Physical Carrier Sensing and Virtual Carrier Sensing

CSMA MAC protocol will face the well-known problems
of hidden node and exposed node in wireless ad hoc
networks. According to the CSMA MAC protocol, each
node senses the channel before transmitting data. We refer
to such sensing as physical carrier sensing. Therefore, we
call these two problems the physical-carrier hidden node
problem and the physical-carrier exposed node problem,
respectively.

Because physical carrier sensing may be unreliable in
the wireless channel, the MACA protocol introduced the
concept of virtual carrier sensing [6]. The basic principles
of virtual carrier sensing are briefly introduced in the fol-
lowing. When a node intends to transmit data to another
node, it first broadcast a Request-To-Send (RTS) frame.
After receiving the RTS frame, the target receiver replies
a Clear-To-Send (CTS) frame. After the CTS frame is
received by the transmitter, it can send out the data. It the
data successfully reach the destination, the receiver will
respond an acknowledgement (ACK) frame. This RTS-
CTS-DATA-ACK four-way handshaking procedures can
achieve the goal of carrier sensing without involving phys-
ical carrier sensing. Therefore, it is called virtual carrier
sensing. Network Allocation Vector (NAV) embedded in
the CTS frame is the key ingredient of the virtual carrier
sensing technique. Except for the target user that sent
out the RTS frame, all the other nodes receiving the
CTS frame will defer their transmissions until the period
defined in NAV is expired. In this case, these nodes keep
quiet just like that they sense a busy channel.

By means of sending the RTS and CTS frames and
adopting NAV to indicate the reserved channel usage time,
MACA can resolve the hidden node problem. Referring to
Fig. 1, after node B replies the CTS frame back to node A,
node C will also be notified that the channel will be used
for the transmission from node A to node B. Consequently,
node C will wait for the end of the reserved period specified
in the NAV value of the CTS frame and the hidden node
problem due to physical carrier sensing is avoided.

The exposed node issue resulted from physical carrier
sensing (shown in Fig. 2) cannot be completely resolved
by the pure MACA protocol. The RTS/CTS handshaking
mechanism in the pure MACA protocol does not consider
the collision between a CTS frame and a data frame. In
the next subsection, we will discuss the RTS/CTS-induced
hidden and exposed node issues, where we will explain why
the RTS/CTS mechanism of pure MACA protocol cannot
solve the exposed node problem due to physical carrier
sensing.
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Fig. 4. The hidden node problem for CTS with VCS: the data links
B to A and C to D can actually coexist.
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Fig. 5. The exposed node problem for CTS with VCS: the data links
A to B and D to C can actually coexist.

B. RTS/CTS-induced Hidden Node and Exposed Node
Issues

Although the RTS/CTS handshaking mechanism can
solve the hidden node issue due to physical carrier sensing,
it also induces another type of hidden and exposed node
issues due to virtual carrier sensing.

The RTS/CTS-induced hidden node issue is illustrated
in Fig. 4. In the figure, it is assumed that after the
successful RTS/CTS handshaking procedure, node B is
transmitting data to node A, while node C tries to connect
to node D. Based on the MACA protocol, a node is allowed
to send an RTS frame as long as it does not hear the
CTS frame from other nodes. In this case, when node D
replies a CTS frame to node C, collision occurs because
the transmission of node B’s DATA frame can also reach
node C. This issue happens because node D is hidden to
node B, which is quite similar to the hidden node issue
due to physical carrier sensing except that the collision
occurs between a CTS frame and a data frame, instead
of pure data frames’ collision. We call such a problem
the hidden node problem due to virtual carrier sensing.
Because of this problem, the exposed node issue due to
physical carrier sensing is still left open. Recall that the
transmissions of B → A and C → D are supposed to be
able to coexist in the considered scenario, but the MAC
protocols discussed so far, including physical and virtual
carrier sensing, cannot achieve the goal of concurrent
transmissions.

Now we discuss the exposed node issue induced by the
RTS/CTS handshaking mechanism. As illustrated in Fig.
5, suppose that the link of A → B has been established
based on the MACA protocol, as long as a node hear a
CTS from other node, it will not be allowed to transmit
any data in order to prevent the hidden node issue shown
in Fig. 1. As a result, node C cannot reply a CTS frame to
node D. Hence, the concurrent transmission opportunity
of links A → B and D → C becomes wasted. In this case,
node C is exposed to node B. We call this situation the
exposed node problem due to virtual carrier sensing.

C. Existing Concurrent Transmission MAC Protocols
In this subsection, we discuss the concurrent transmis-

sion MAC protocols that can solve the exposed node issue
in wireless ad hoc networks. Now we give an overview on
the concurrent transmission MAC protocols with physical
and virtual carrier sensing available.

1) Medium Access via Collision Avoidance with En-
hanced Parallelism (MACA-P) [4]: To address the exposed
node issue, an enhanced version of the MACA protocol,
called the MACA-P protocol, was proposed in [4]. The key
idea of this protocol is to introduce an extra gap between
the RTS/CTS frames and the subsequent DATA frames
in addition to the short inter-frame space (SIFS) of the
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. This extra gap allows all the
neighboring nodes to exchange the RTS/CTS frames for
the purpose of concurrent transmission. After successfully
exchanging the RTS/CTS frames by the end of this extra
gap, the links with concurrent transmission opportunity,
such as the links B → A and C → D in Fig. 4, can
start transmitting their DATA frames. For concurrent
transmissions, extra information bits are added in the RTS
and CTS frames to indicate the start time of the DATA
frame and the ACK frame. Hence, the two concurrent
transmission links can synchronize their starting time.
Similarly, the virtual-carrier exposed node issue can be
solved by the MACA-P MAC scheme.

The improvement of concurrent transmission opportu-
nity from the MACP-P MAC protocol come at the price
of memory cost and incompatibility. The wireless ad hoc
network adopting the MACA-P MAC protocol requires a
larger memory size for storing the scheduled transmission
time of all the neighboring nodes. More importantly, the
MACA-P MAC protocol is not compatible with the IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol.

2) Parallel-MAC (P-MAC) [1]: [1] proposed a parallel-
MAC (P-MAC) protocol to increase the concurrent trans-
mission opportunity of a short packet together with a
long packet. The basic idea of the P-MAC protocol is to
apply the RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK four-way handshaking
procedure and the DATA/ACK two-way handshaking pro-
cedure for long packets and for short packets, respectively.
Based on this MAC protocol, if overhearing an RTS frame
under the condition that no CTS frame is received, a node
can establish another link to send a small-sized packet
based on the DATA/ACK two-way handshaking proce-
dure. With the NAV value in the overheard RTS frame of
other nodes, the sender of the second link can schedule the
transmission of the DATA frame to be synchronized with
that of the first link. Similarly, the transmission time of
the ACK frames in both the first link and the second link
can be synchronized. The P-MAC protocol can achieve the
objective of concurrent transmissions by simply not using
RTS/CTS in the sending small-sized packets. Because
approximately 50% of packets have a size smaller than
100 bytes in the Internet, the P-MAC protocol is quite
suitable for delivering the traffic in the Internet.

To summarize, the P-MAC protocol can solve the
virtual-carrier hidden node problem of Fig. 4 and thus
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the physical-carrier exposed node problem of Fig. 2. This
MAC protocol can also overcome the physical-carrier
hidden node problem of Fig. 1 because the RTS/CTS
handshaking mechanism is employed. Nevertheless, the
virtual-carrier exposed node problem of Fig. 5 still cannot
be alleviated by adopting the P-MAC protocol.

3) Enhanced-MAC (E-MAC) [3]: By exploiting the
fragmentation mechanism of the IEEE 802.11 MAC
scheme, the enhanced-MAC (E-MAC) scheme was pro-
posed to increase the concurrent transmission opportunity
[3]. According to the IEEE 802.11 MAC scheme, a long
packet can be partitioned into many small fragments, each
of which is followed an ACK. The basic idea of the E-
MAC scheme is to synchronize its transmission with the
segments of the existing long packet. Then, the virtual-
carrier hidden and exposed node problems can be solved.

However, this solution has some disadvantages. First,
E-MAC must fragment the packets from the upper layers,
which in only suitable for a larger-sized packet network.
However, as mentioned previously, about 50% packets are
smaller than 100 bytes in the Internet. Second, because
the size of the last segment is a variable, it is necessary to
monitor the NAV of the last segment from its previous
segment. However, it is difficult for the second link to
overhearing the DATA segment of the other nodes and
transmit its own data simultaneously except that there are
multiple radio interfaces. Third, referring to Fig. 5, if the
synchronization duration between the RTS and parallel-
CTS frame between nodes D and C is longer than the
SIFS duration, node D in the second link may enter the
backoff procedure after a timeout duration. Thus, the RTS
frame is sent again by node D.

III. The Proposed CT-MAC Protocol

The proposed CT-MAC protocol aims to solve the
hidden and exposed node problems with physical and
virtual carrier sensing subject to the constraint of being
compatible with the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. The
basic idea in the proposed CT-MAC protocol is described
as follows. First, each node identifies whether or not a
concurrently transmitted link can be established based
on the observations from (1) physical carrier sensing; (2)
virtual carrier sensing; and (3) the Destination Address
(DA)/Source Address (SA) fields in the overheard RTS
or CTS. With the DA/SA fields in the RTS frame (or
the DA field of the CTS frame), a node can determine if
the current existing link are able to support concurrent
transmissions by comparing the address with the results
obtained from the CT-neighbor discovery procedure. Fur-
thermore, with these observations, each CT node can
identify its transmission directions (i.e., whether it can
“transmit” or “receive”) in the concurrent transmission
link.

In the following, we develop a CT-MAC protocol based
on these observations. Figure 3 shows an example network
topology, where nodes A, B, C, D, E, and F are capable of
supporting the CT-MAC protocol (called the CT nodes),

but node G is a legacy node employing the conventional
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.

A. CT-Neighbors Discovery Procedure
One of key features in the proposed CT-MAC protocol

is that each nodes can know which neighbors can support
concurrent transmissions. The proposed CT-neighbors dis-
cover procedure is detailed in the following. In the begin-
ning, each CT node broadcasts a Concurrent Transmission
Request (CT-REQ) frame to its neighbors within two
hops. As soon as a CT node receives the CT-REQ frame,
it is required to respond a Concurrent Transmission Reply
(CT-REP) frame. This handshaking mechanism is similar
to the route setup procedure of the dynamical source
routing protocol. From the received CT-REP frames, the
transmitter that sent the CT-REQ frame previously can
know which neighboring CT nodes can help establish
concurrent transmission links. All the other CT nodes
perform the same neighbors discovery procedure.

Now we take the network topology of Fig. 3 as an ex-
ample to illustrate the CT-neighbors discovery procedure.
First, node C broadcasts the CT-REQ frame to nodes B
and D. Then, nodes B and D immediately forward CT-
REQ to nodes A and E, F , and G, respectively. Suppose
that node F does not allow concurrent transmissions at
this moment and node G is a legacy node who does not
understand the CT-REQ frame. Thus, nodes F and G
will not reply CT-REP for this CT-REQ frame. In the
meanwhile, nodes E and A reply a CT-REP(E) frame to
node D and a CT-REP(A) to node B, respectively, where
CT-REP(E) and CT-REP(A) represent that nodes E and
A are willing to help establish concurrent transmission
links. Next, nodes B and D respectively reply a CT-
REP(A,B) frame and a CT-REP(E,D) frame to node C.
Hence, node C finds that nodes A, B, D and E are
neighboring CT nodes within two hops and then records
these nodes in its CT-neighbors list.

B. Solution to the Exposed Node Problem with Virtual
Carrier Sensing

Consider the exposed node problem with virtual carrier
sensing as shown in Figure 5, where link A → B is already
established. From the RTS/CTS handshaking procedure,
node C only overhears the CTS frame from node B but
no RTS frame. If node C further finds that the channel
is idle from physical carrier sensing, node C can conclude
that itself is an exposed node with virtual carrier sensing,
of which transmissions are prohibited due to hearing the
CTS frame.

The proposed CT-MAC protocol can solve the exposed
node problem with virtual carrier sensing as illustrated
in Fig. 6. Specifically, in this case the proposed CT-MAC
protocol can help the exposed node successfully function
as a receiver for the second link. In the figure, during the
setup process of link A → B, node A sends an RTS frame,
and then B responds the CTS frame. Since node C looks
up the DA field of the overheard CTS frame, it can know
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Fig. 6. A solution to the exposed node problem with virtual carrier
sensing.

who is the transmitter of the first link. By checking the
CT-neighbors list, node C can decide whether both the
transmitter and receiver of the first link are CT-nodes.
Moreover, being aware that it has a CT neighbor within
two hops, node A will not immediately transmit DATA to
B, but will wait for a duration of Tw. This waiting duration
is equal to the sum of SIFS (TSIFS), the monitoring time
(Tm) and the transmission time (TRTR) of the Ready-to-
Receive (RTR) frame. Note that the monitoring time is the
duration for identifying the channel state. Because only
overhearing the CTS frame from node B but no RTS in
an idle channel after the duration Tm, node C knows that
itself is an exposed node. Hence, it sends an RTR frame to
node D during TRTR in order to request the data from D.
This RTR frame should record the allowing data length in
order to synchronize ACKs between the first and second
links. Notice that the NAV value (Tnav) in RTS of A is
equal to 3TSIFS +TCTS +Tw +TDATA +TACK where T♦
means the transmission time of the ♦ type frame.

C. Solution to the Hidden Node Problem with Virtual
Carrier Sensing

Now let us discuss how the proposed CT-MAC protocol
can solve the the hidden node problem with virtual carrier
sensing. Figure 4 shows an example with this problem.
In the figure, link B → A is already established. Thus,
from the RTS/CTS handshaking procedure, node C only
overhears the RTS frame from node B but no CTS frame.
Hence, node C can have an opportunity to transmit data
without interfering the first link.

However, how can the collision issue between the CTS
frame from node D and the DATA frame form node B
be overcome? As illustrated in Fig. 7, if node C has not
received any RTS or CTS frames from node D, it is very
likely that node D is idle and can receive data. It is implied
that the confirmation of CTS frame from node D may not
be necessary for establishing the second link. After sending
the RTS frame, node C further waits for 2TSIFS + TCTS

duration and then immediately sends the DATA frame to
node D. Unlike [1] that applies the two-way handshaking
(DATA/ACK) mechanism to establish the second link,
our proposed CT-MAC protocol still suggests adopting
RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK four way handshaking with some
modification. The advantage of letting node D send the
CTS frame is to avoid the physical-carrier hidden node
problem around its neighbor.

The next important issue is to determine the transmis-
sion duration for the second link. Assume that nodes A and
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Fig. 7. A solution to the hidden node problem with virtual carrier
sensing.

B are CT nodes and they will defer their DATA transmis-
sion if they learn their neighbors are also CT nodes. In
the case, the DATA transmission duration (TC→D) of the
second link can be obtained as

TC→D = Tnav−Tw−Tm−TRTS−2TCTS−TACK−5TSIFS ,
(1)

where Tnav is the transmission duration of the first link
obtained from the NAV field of the RTS frame overheard
from node B, and Tw and Tm are defined in Section III-B.
If the transmission time required for sending a packet in
the second link is longer or shorter than TC→D, one can
fragment the original packet or pad some dummy bits.

The last critical issue for concurrent transmission is to
ensure that the first link is already established successfully.
If the first link is established, it will be unnecessary to
initiate the concurrent transmission procedure. Hence,
based on our proposed CT-MAC protocol, it is suggested
to perform physical carrier sensing even if the channel
is already classified to be busy based on virtual carrier
sensing. Referring to Fig. 7, after receiving an RTS frame,
node C starts a timer to wait for a duration of Ts (=
TSIFS + TCTS + Tw + Tm) and then execute physical
carrier sensing. If the channel is busy, node C understands
that its transmission to node D should be operated in
the concurrent transmission mode (i.e, ignoring the CTS
frame); otherwise, it needs to receive an CTS frame before
transmitting. For the concurrent transmission case, the
NAV value in the RTS frame of node C is set as the
remaining NAV value of the first link, i.e., Tnav −TSIFS −
Ts − TRTS . For the non-concurrent transmission case, the
establishment of the first link may fail because node A
does not reply CTS.

D. Discussion
Here we refine our proposed CT-MAC protocol to han-

dle a special case. In our proposed CT-MAC protocol,
as described in Section III-C, if a node only overhears
the RTS frame but no CTS frame when the channel is
busy, it can be a transmitter in the second link. However,
this rule may not be always true. For example, consider
the network topology shown in Fig. 3. Since the first link
E → F is already established, node D can overhear the
RTS frame sent from node E to node F . Assume that
nodes C and F simultaneously send RTS and CTS to
nodes D and E, respectively. In this case, collision occurs
at node D. Thus, node D fails to receive any frames. From
the standpoint of node D, it receives RTS but no CTS
and senses a busy channel due to the transmission of link
E → F . Therefore, node D may mistakenly believe that
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it can be the transmitter of the second link according to
our proposed CT-MAC protocol described in Section III-
C. However, the links E → F and D → C cannot transmit
concurrently because node D’s transmission will interfere
node F ’s reception.

To resolve this issue, we refine the concurrent transmis-
sion rule as follows. If the DA field in the overheard RTS
frame indicates that the receiver of the first link is its one-
hop neighbor, a node is forbidden to be a transmitter in
the second link. For example, by observing the DA field
in the RTS frame of node E, node D knows that the
receiver (F ) of the first link is also its neighbor. According
to the above refined concurrent transmission rule, node
D will not transmit data in order not to interfere the
existing link. Similarly, we can also observe the SA filed
in the RTS frame and the DA field in the CTS frame
to identify whether the neighboring node is a potential
transmitter/receiver.

E. Numerical Results
We perform simulations based on ns-2 in the double ring

topology as shown in Fig. 8. Each inner node can commu-
nicate with its neighbors. However, each outer node can
only communicate with its corresponding inner node. Fur-
thermore, each outer node sends data to its corresponding
inner node. The considered traffic type is constant bit rate.
Figure 9 compares the maximal network throughput of
the legacy IEEE 802.11 MAC and the proposed CT-MAC
protocols. As shown in the figure, the legacy IEEE 802.11
MAC does not allow more than two transmissions simul-
taneously. Thus, the maximal throughput is constant for
various numbers of nodes. By contrast, the proposed CT-
MAC protocol allows multiple concurrent transmissions.
As shown in the figure, the maximal throughput increases
as the total number of nodes increases. For example, when
both the numbers of inner and outer nodes are equal to
four, the maximum throughput of the proposed CT-MAC
protocol is 370% higher than that of the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel MAC to identify
the concurrent transmission opportunities for the cognitive
wireless networks. The key features of the proposed CT-
MAC protocol include: (1) an integrated observation that
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the maximal network throughput between
the propose CT-MAC protocol and the legacy IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol for various numbers of nodes, where (k, k) means the both
numbers of inner and outer nodes are k.

utilizes physical and virtual carrier sensing as well as
observes the address fields in the control frames; and
(2) two-hop CT-neighbors discovery procedure with a
better topology awareness capability. With these features,
the proposed CT-MAC protocol can enhance the overall
throughput of a cognitive ad hoc network and avoid the
time- and energy-consuming wide-band sensing. Other
advantages can be summarized as follows:

• overcome the hidden and exposed node issues with
physical and virtual carrier sensing;

• backward compatible with the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol;

• suitable to concurrently transmit various sizes of
packets with higher flexibility.

There are some interesting open issues. So far the
proposed concurrent transmission MAC protocol has not
taken into account of the effect of location awareness. In
the future, we aim to incorporate the impact of location
awareness into the concurrent transmission MAC protocol
design is also an interesting research direction [7].
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